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traditional
methods

With the latest
materials

CASE STUDY
Fully edentulous rehabilitation utilising 2 BDT Implant Bridges
by Phil Reddington & Lee Mullins

Clinical stages by Dr Liam McGrath

In this article we will document a staged treatment and successfully rehabilitation of a fully
edentulous patient utilising the BDT technique.
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Fig 1 & 2 show the inter-oral situation after successful implant placement. Fig 3 shows the result of the
provisional stage restorations 2 acrylic transitional bridges on Titanium cylinders screwed into the implant
fixtures. After 3 months of assessing the osseous integration it was decided the patient was ready to move
onto the next phase of the treatment. Two Tripodised wax bites (fig 4 & 5) and Verification jigs were
manufactured and sent out to the clinic and placed into the implant sites. (fig 6)

fig 4

fig 5

fig 6

We have been providing bite blocks and try ins fixed on 3 locators or ball attachments for many years as
opposed to screw retained blocks and try ins. We feel they are easier for the surgeon to seat and asses than
screwing down 4 to 8 cylinders especially if any adjustments need to be made. The clinicians can simply
snap out the bite block make the adjustments and snap them back into place very quickly. The feedback
from our clinical partners has been excellent regarding this method.
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Using the information from the bite blocks and transitional
restorations the next stage was to
construct two tripodised
aesthetic try ins. (fig 7).

fig 7

Tripodised Try-ins are
snapped in easily ready
for evaluation

Once the try ins were evaluated
and verified ( fig 8,9 & 10) we
were able to move onto the next
phase of treatment.
Manufacturing the final
prostheses. Two BDT Bridges.

BURN OUT
DENTURE TOOTH

fig 8

The usual way in which a verified try in is then converted into the
final prostheses varies, however the most common approach
would be to scan the models then have a Titanium bar milled this
can then processed with acrylic. This is usually the budget option
offered to patients.
Another method considered high end by most Drs and technicians
is to then scan the try-ins and have a digitally reduced framework
milled from alloys polymers or Zirconium. (fig 11)

fig 9

This still leaves the ceramist with lots of work to do in layering
ceramic or composite to the frames the ceramic option can take
anything from 12-18 hours depending on the skill and speed of the
ceramist.
The other approach widely considered to be the “gold Standard”
by dental professionals is the Peter Wohrle bridge. This type of
bridge involves creating a framework thats has perfect preps and
has single ceramic units bonded to it.

fig 10

The Wohrle type bridge allows for the
highest level of aesthetics but also takes
great skill and a lot of time to
manufacture.

fig 11

The usual approach is to digitally create
a framework inside the try in then once
the frame has been milled wax up the
individual restorations onto the preps.
This can be done by hand or by utilising
a wax injector and matrix. This is very
time consuming and massively increases
the cost of the restoration
THIS IS WHAT WE DO DIFFERENT!
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We Press the exact same Teeth we used for the try in!
We figured out a formula of PMMA that we could make denture
teeth out of that could be burnt out cleanly and began to use these
teeth in our set ups (fig 12) (All AnaxDent and Mertz Artegral teeth
will also burn out clean)
Once the set ups have been verified we use a Verticulator to matrix
the precise position of the teeth (fig 13)

fig 12

The next stage is to internally prep the teeth and re insert exactly
into the matrix. (Fig 14 & 15).
Once the teeth re inserted into the matrix a framework is reverse
engineered to fit into the prepped teeth. This framework is then
milled or cast or in this case pressed in Pekkton a high performance
polymer. (Pekkton can also be milled).
We believe Pekkton is ideal for implant bridge frameworks because
of its distinctive properties and resulting patient benefits listed
below. (Please refer to the last page (6) of this article for more
detailed info on Pekkton)

fig 13

fig 14

fig 15

•

Metal Free restorations

•

Elastic modulus similar to bone – hard, yet flexible

•

Shock absorbing during mastication

•

Excellent weight to strength ratios

•

High resistance to wear, abrasion and corrosion

•

Radiolucency - compatible with X-Ray imaging

•

Tolerance to sterilisation

The next phase is simply to press the teeth (fig 16). this insures
we are giving the patient the same tooth size shape and position
they agree to at try in stage!

fig 16
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Once the teeth are pressed in e.max and the
frame is processed using Pekkton (Fig 17)

we can then begin bringing the
restorations to life!

fig 17

The next stage involves the staining and glazing of the full
contour posterior e.max teeth and the application of
layering ceramic on the anteriors. This is much quicker than
building up the entire form of all the teeth and retains the
occlusal scheme!
once these stages are completed the individual ceramic
units can be cemented onto the
frameworks (fig18)
Once all the teeth are luted the arches can
be re verified on the articulator or place
back into the verticulator and once again
checked.
After final verification is confirmed the
pink aesthetics can then be applied (Fig 19
& 20)
These images show how the restorations
come alive once the Anaxgum composite is
applied to frame the ceramic teeth.

fig 18

fig 19

fig 20

Once the final checks on the articulator have been performed its is time to deliver the finished BDT bridges to the
clinical team.
The system insures that the patient receives exactly what they verified in surgery in terms of tooth size shape and
position but also improves the overall aesthetics with the ceramic teeth.
The feedback from patients fitted with this combination of materials has been fantastic.
Key factors are the feel of the restorations especially when compared to acrylic transitional restorations.
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The fit Appointment

fig 21

fig 21 shows the perfect natural appearance of
the fitted BDT bridges with a relaxed smile lip
position whilst fig 22 & 23 show retracted views
illustrating the stable planned occlusal scheme
and beautiful pink and white aesthetics.
As with all implant cases success depends on
meticulous planning and fantastic clinical
skills.

fig 22

We would like to thank Dr Liam McGrath for
his excellent clinical work on this case.

The Result
Upper and
Lower fitted
BDT (Burn Out
Denture Tooth)
Bridges.

fig 23

Very happy
team and
ecstatic patient!
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Pekkton Key properties

Fig 25 PEKK (Pekkton) The Peek of Peek. Pekkton sits
at the apex of the the High performance polymer
pyramid.
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fig 24 Pekkton has a similar MPA to cortical bone
advantageous for implant treatment.
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fig 24

fig 25

Fig 26. Composite adhesion is strong with Pekkton ideal for luting individual ceramic units to the
framework.

fig 26
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